
GATE | BURE Standard 
StandTall Walkers
Apart from being an excellent aid for getting 
patients up and about, the walker is also a valuable 
rehabilitation tool. Rehabilitation using the walker 
keeps the patient’s muscles and alimentary canal 
active and generally contributes to improving the 
general condition of the otherwise bedridden. It 
makes it easier for infirm patients or those with weak 
legs to walk, and some can even manage without 
the support of healthcare personnel.

Bure Standard and Bure S are available in three 
versions; ELECTRIC | GAS | and MANUAL. Bure S is 
a narrower version of the Bure Standard specially 
adapted to work in confined spaces. Both models 
have stepless forearm support height adjustment.

DIFFERENT SIZED CASTORS AVAILABLE

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE: ELECTRIC | GAS & MANUAL

MHRH

Bure Standard Electric 
StandTall  Walker

Bure Standard Gas
 StandTall  Walker

Bure Standard Manual 
StandTall  Walker

Bure S is perfectly suited 
to confined spaces such as 

at home or in some care 
accommodation. Bure S will 

pass through most doorways 
that are 70 cm or wider.

Provides excellent 
assistance when helping 
patients and users stand. 
Strain on personnel, and 

thus repetitive strain 
injuries, are minimised. 

Some patients can even get 
up on their own with the 

assistance of the StandTall 
Walker.

Extra 
reinforcement 

bands around arm 
rest cushions to 
prevent splitting 

from impacts

Anatomical pads 
provide relief for 

shoulders, arms and 
neck, shifts focus to 

larger muscle groups 
such as leg and chest 

muscles 

Platform is an excellent 
addition to use the 

walker for standing and 
mobility
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PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT NAME EXT.WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT MAX WEIGHT

RHGA-56-310 BURE STANDARD Manual 78 cm 80 cm 91-133cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-311 BURE STANDARD Gas 78 cm 80 cm 91-129cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-312 BURE STANDARD Electric 78 cm 80 cm 91-131cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-300 BURE S (Narrow) Manual 66 cm 79 cm 91-133cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-301 BURE S (Narrow) Gas 66 cm 79 cm 91-129cm 150 kg SWL

RHGA-56-302 BURE S (Narrow) Electric 66 cm 79 cm 91-131cm 150 kg SWL

Bure Standard and Bure S GAS are 
ideal for users who need a quality 
walker capable of stepless height 
adjustment but who do not need 
assistance from a power rise 
actuator.

Bure Standard and Bure S EL 
are ideal for users who need a 
walkers equipped with power rise 
and which are capable of height 
adjustment once a patient is 
standing.

Bure Standard and Bure S 
MANUAL are great for users who 
need good, individually adaptable 
walkers but who do not need to 
adjust the height very often and 
who have no need of assistance 
from a power rise actuator.

BURE STANDARD/S GAS WALKER BURE STANDARD/S ELECTRIC 
WALKER

BURE STANDARD/S MANUAL 
WALKER

Side Support
Prevents arms from sliding from arm-
rest cushions and stabilise walking.
RHGA-56-337

Drip Stand with Attachment
Creates great ability for a patient to 
move freely in a room, on the ward 
or at home. 
RHGA-56-338

Oxygen Bracket
Means that a patient is no longer 
confined to the bed.
RHGA-56-336

Height Adapter for STD/S
Provides extra support for tall users and 
raises the armrest surface by 70 mm.
RHGA-56-327

Soft Basket
Basket with attachment has enough 
room for all the important stuff.
RHGA-56-389

Brake Kit Twin
Adds a hand brake so that the user is 
able to halt movement during walking 
exercises. 
RHGA-56-326-0 

Platform Steel 
A flexible alternative when moving a 
patient a short distance. 
RHGA-56-333 (Std only)

Stirrup
Stand Tall Walker Part/Accessory: Stirrup 
(Suitable for all models except for BURE 
DOUBLE)
RHGA-56-331-1


